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THE PASSION FOR REALITY



No belief is worth keeping unless it can bear the

touch of reality.

—

Henry Van Dyke, Out of Doors in

the Holy Land.

Religion is becoming so much more real, is being

born agam in the spirit of modern criticism and scien-

tific knowledge.

—

Sir Oliver Lodge, Science and Im-
mortality.

The infectious devotion to reality which the scien-

tific attitude of mind involves and which the newer

type of thought in the church is emphasising, has only

to be given free scope to change an age of religious

indifference into an age of religious enthusiasm.

—

Shailer Mathews, The Church and the Changing

Order,

All the mass of scientific detail, all the rigor of scien-

tific method, all the thoroughness of scientific induc-

tion, all the insistence upon facts and the unwearying

search for all the facts, and the refusal to go beyond

the facts, with which the laboratory has made us

familiar, belong in our study of theological truth.

—

Inaugural Address of President Francis Brown, of

Union Theological Seminary, New York City.

The striking feature of our present-day life is the

constant search for reality.

—

Charles Evans Hughes,

Governor of New York, Silver Bay Address, igoQ.



THE PASSION FOR REALITY

SOME philosopher has said that if one

seek the mind of an age he will find

it in its slang. If this be true the char-

acter of our day is aptly mirrored in the phrase

" the real thing." This expression is a cen-

tral sun about which revolve such satellite

sayings as " on the square," " make good,"

*' strenuous life," " doing things," '' white

man," " straight goods," " the square deal."

These all testify that the fundamental trait

in the life of this generation is the passion

for the real. All spheres of activity glow

with it. The Puck of every country reveals

the humour of the day revelling in ridicule of

the make-believe. The world never so de-

spised shams as to-day. Let a man like

Roosevelt be believed to act what he honestly

thinks, and this passion for the real sets

II
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the affections of men ablaze with aloha * for

him. People forgive such a popular idol all

sorts of superficial faults, provided they have

confidence in his sincerity.

We of to-day have come honestly by this

love for things as they are. This imperial

passion was bequeathed to us by the most bril-

liant cycle of one hundred years men ever knew,

well called " the century of science." The typ-

ical man of science, as the nineteenth century

sketched him, lays himself a sacrifice on the

altar of the real. If the dearest beliefs of life,

sanctioned by long association and embalmed

in holy tradition, are found to conflict with

reality, he casts them aside as outworn and

deadly errors, though the rejection may wound

him to the heart and cost him scores of friends.

History knows no finer heroism than that of

thousands of students during the past one

hundred years who, reckless of consequences,

consecrated themselves to the quest of truth.

* Aloha is a beautiful Hawaiian word already well on

towards naturalisation in English. It means regard,

esteem, affection, love, and is also the universal word
of salutation.
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Noble crusaders, not a few of them fulfilled

Jesus' prophecy^" They shall be divided,

father against son, and son against father;

mother against daughter, and daughter against

her mother." "^ Men of this type, with spirit-

ual ancestry reaching back through Copernicus

and Bruno to Jesus bequeathed to our genera-

tion this heirloom of love for the real which

we cherish as a priceless jewel.

This passion for reality is especially regnant

to-day in men's basic experience, religion. This

the most conservative of all human interests

because the sacredest is feeHng the force of this

passion more than any other department of

thought and action. Nothing is so despisable

to the modern man as religious cant. We are

tired of exclaiming with Shakespeare's duke,

O, what may man within him hide,

Tho' angel on the outward side.

The world agrees with Herbert Spencer that

" ReHgion expresses some eternal fact," and

with John Fiske, who called religion " ever-

* Luke 12 : 53.
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lasting reality." In it, therefore, our age de-

mands absolute sincerity with such tremendous

insistence that, from dread of seeming what

they are not, numbers of people are kept from

being true to what religion they really have.

Hence we are treated to the paradox of para-

doxes—the man who so hates hypocrisy that

he allows himself to be fundamentally a hypo-

crite; that is, he lives out the saddest of all

unrealities in making believe he has no religion,

when in truth it grips his soul with iron

grasp. As a rule, men have a vast deal more

religion than they are willing to confess.

This paradox is a symptom of the grand

revolt from a merely external religion of

forms and ceremonies, a pious coat put on

like Sunday go-to-meeting clothes. It is a

protest against the narrowness of sects and

denominations, a revolt against assent to any

other man's creed. President King of Ober-

lin goes to the very heart of our age when he

says, " The man, who wishes to have the spirit-

ual life a reality to him, will not bring any

pressure upon his mind to hold certain be-
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liefs." " He can make no great convictions

to order." " For the very health of the spirit-

ual life itself, therefore, there is to be no strain-

ing to believe in certain doctrines, or to ac-

cept certain miracles, no trying to believe any-

thing." ^' If there is anything real in indi-

viduality, it is the truth of the personal equa-

tion in religious insight—every man's right

to believe what God teaches him. For a

church to demand assent to a creed is to

emphasise the unreality of the mightiest truth

a man knows, namely, that I am I and not you

in my view of God and of duty.

This passion for the real, which unfortu-

nately issues so often in men denying that they

have religion when they are full of it, is also

a protest against uniformity in religious ex-

perience. Few twentieth century people re-

semble Pope's

Rapt seraph that adores and burns.

Thrills are not in our line. Most of us are

more like Shailer Mathews' picture of the busi-

* The Seeming Unreality of the Spiritual Life.

pp. 91, 92.
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ness man of to-day, " He deals with things,

not with aspirations. Above all, he hates pro-

fessions of superiority, and he dislikes to talk

about ideals. He even suspects those men of

his own class who occupy prominent positions

in religious organisations . . . because it

does not seem natural for the average man

. . . to experience what he hears them de-

scribe. Duty he can understand; a mystical

union with God or Christ seems very hard to

realise. . . . Yet it would be a great mis-

take to think that such a man disbelieves in

Christianity. He honours Jesus, and he admits

that a man's life ought to be Christlike." *

Many men to-day cannot pray in public ; some

cannot understand how any one can honestly do

so. The Christian Endeavour Society is, to

not a few young fellows, a nightmare of un-

reality. To others it is a tremendous help.

Some men confound religion with emotions or

experiences described in prayer meetings and

sermons. They have tried to catch them and

failed. Hence they conclude that religion is

* The Church and the Changing Order, p. 216.
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not a real thing or, being unable to dispute the

sincerity of a wife or friend who is a church

member, they think religion is to themselves

a closed door. A large number of these men

are as truly religious as any in the community

and are destined in the future life to awake

in the inner circle of God's Kingdom. It will

jar them somewhat—and also others of us

who pass for religious people over here.

This passion for reality is a passion for

truth, and stamps a singular nobility upon our

age, for what belonged to a few leaders in

the nineteenth century is, in the twentieth, be-

coming the possession of all. God knows there

is misery enough in the best lands on earth

—

industrial injustice, arrogance of wealth, sting

of racial inferiority, the cruelty tasted by the

out-of-work, heartless child toil, trade in

women to gratify the beast in man, waste of

world resources through war-fear, the exploit-

ing of the many by the few. But men are not

only conscious of this, they are hard at work

to redress every abuse. Truth to-day is not

on the scaffold. It is marshalling spiritual
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armies. Our age does not gloss over its evils.

It publishes them in extras. It worships truth

as no predecessor ever did. No philosophy

but optimism has any standing in the presence

of this passion for reality, which is none other

than an unconquerable love of truth, that un-

masks all errors and tolerates no traditions

shown to be false. Demonstrate your theory,

prove the abuse you expose to be real, and men

will rally round you by the cityful.

Biit this passion for reality is no unmixed

blessing. It has its seamy side and bristles

with dangerous tendencies. To us embodied

spirits the things most real too often are things

of sense. The Apostle John buttressed one

of his letters upon the stanza,

That which we have heard,

That which we have seen with our eyes,

That which we beheld and our hands handled,

Declare we unto you. *

Now and then a philosopher affirms the non-

existence of the sensible universe, but nobody

* I John I : I, 3.
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believes him. This material world is a real

world, and will be as long as men have bodies.

Hence the ease with which we identify reality

with material things. This tendency has cul-

minated in our day in realism in art and litera-

ture. When the painter exclaims, '' I will not

let my brush tell the world what I see because

my eyes behold the ideal in nature, but I will

paint only what I think the ordinary man sees,"

and tries to practise this theory, he produces

either a monstrosity or a nebulosity. The true

artist, seeing God's out-of-doors with inspired

vision, and reproducing what he discerns, opens

a world of surprises to the ordinary man, and

sends him back to Mother Nature to find un-

dreamed beauties. Let dramatist or novel

writer set out with the theory that the ugly

and beastly in life are the real par excellence,

and he gives his age a hint of the plays which

sated Nero and destroyed Rome. The deadly

menace of this sort of reality glows in the

lurid passion to crown the animal king.

In this gallery of realism the lure of finan-

cial success stands cheek by jowl with animal-
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ism. What more real than dollars, dollars

that can be cashed into automobiles, world-

travel, comforts, and that will buy power ! It

is whispered they may even yet win for an

alien the right to be mother to a king. No
sphere is untinted by the subtle glint of gold.

Not merely in the Red Light district, nor

only on Wall Street, not in America alone or

practical China, but among Europe's titled

nobility, in Bushido-worshipping Japan, and

in religion-crazed India, dollars are to some

of the people all the time, and to all of the peo-

ple some of the time, the transcendently real

things.

An ancient Hindu couplet runs,

Words are the daughters of earth.

But deeds are the sons of heaven.

Men are not all sordid, though it is a rare

soul that never has a sordid moment. But

the reality of results, of achievement, of get-

ting things done is one of the most absorbing

passions of to-day. It is the menace of

Rooseveltism. To be talked about, to be ad-
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vertised, to be a force that must be reckoned

with, what more real than this?

So the passion for things as they are cheats

us into taking the show for the reality, the

clothes for the man, the seen for the unseen.

Is it not a present menace in every life ?

To the men absorbed in the race for this

kind of reality, Paul's statement of personal

experience issues a challenge of peculiar sig-

nificance in this day of tottering axioms, " We
look not at the things which are seen, but at

the things which are not seen: for the things

which are seen are temporal: but the things

which are not seen are eternal." * We were

thinking a few moments ago of the absolute

devotion of men to science. It has remained

for the opening years of this new century to

find that the atom of pur fathers' researches

is not an ultimate thing, is not a thing at all

in the old-time sense of matter, but is a collec-

tion of inconceivably tiny vibrant centres

named electrons. t Matter, then, is of the na-

* II Corinthians 4:18.

t"The most natural view to take, as a provisional
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ture of force. But force is what? Traced

back into consciousness force is will in action,

and will is spiritual.

Is it any wonder, then, that the twentieth

century sees the world's leading men of sci-

ence joining hands with her foremost theo-

logians in the statement that the things not

seen, spiritual things, are the great reality!

Over in Germany a mighty throng of univer-

sity professors whose names stand at the head

in zoology, botany, physics, astronomy, geol-

ogy, law, medicine, theology, only a year or

two ago formed themselves into the Kepler

Band to champion the dominating reality of

spiritual things, of religion. The latest Chris-

tian catechism was written, not by a clergyman,

but by one of England's foremost scientists,

hypothesis, is that matter is just a collection of positive

and negative units of electricity, and that the forces

which hold atoms and molecules together, the properties

which differentiate one kind of matter from another,

all have their origin in the electrical forces exerted by

positive and negative units of electricity, grouped to-

gether in different ways in the atoms of the different

elements."

—

From an opening address of Prof. J. J.

Thomson, President of the British Association for the

Advancement of Science, at its annual meeting, igog.
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Sir Oliver Lodge, who declares his belief in

the " ultimate identity of matter and spirit." *

'* Nature is Spirit," t cries Principal Fairbairn,

of Mansfield College, Oxford. "Matter is

Spirit," tt reechoes New York's Professor

Hyslop. Paul's immortal sentence has lived to

see a twentieth century science singing in

chorale his words, " The things which are seen

are temporal "—real, yes, but their reality as

seen things is but momentary-—while " the

things which are not seen are eternal "—the

spiritual alone possesses true abiding reality.

We know this. Every man of us in his

heart is fully convinced of it. There is too

much true love in the world, and love is spirit-

ual; too much honest friendship, and friend-

ship is eternal ; too much bona Me brotherhood,

and brotherhood is only the other side of God's

fatherhood, for us to deny that the great

reality is spirit. Therefore, we are funda-

mentally religious, whether we care for

* Science and Immortality, p. 261.

t Quoted by Dr. J. M. Whiton in Homiletic Review,

January, '08, p. 17.

Wlbid.
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churches or not., Therefore the great Reahty,

God, holds us to Him with the might of His

passion for the real, of which our like passion

is the faintest symbol; and we hold to Him

with all the force of this love for things as

they are. For religion is not creed, church,

or symbol, rules of conduct, or dreams of bliss.

It is God's life in every man, and therefore

the realest thing that man can know.
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THE REALITY OF JESUS



Jesus . . . whose name is not so much written as

ploughed into the history of this world.

—

Ralph Waldo
Emerson, Miscellanies.

I count the fact of Christ, the greatest of all proofs

of a completely satisfying God—the proof most power-

ful to produce conviction in the mind of a man who
has himself come to full moral self-consciousness.

—

President Henry C. King, of Oberlin College, Seeming

Unreality of the Spiritual Life.

So to the calmly gathered thought

The innermost of truth is taught,

That the dear Christ dwells not afar.

The King of some remoter star.

But here, amidst the poor and blind.

The bound and suffering of our kind,

In works we do, in prayers we pray,

Life of our life, He lives to-day.

—Whittier, The Meeting,



THE REALITY OF JESUS

WE begin with a syllogism.

The bona fide man of to-day has a

passion for reality. Jesus is a

reahty. The bona fide man of to-day has a

passion for Jesus.

Grant the premises, and this is sound

reasoning. We all concede the major

premise—men of to-day have a passion for

reality. The minor premise is the sticking

point. Is Jesus a reality? Give the honest-

minded man of to-day a clear conviction on

this point, and no one need worry about his

passion for the Carpenter of Nazareth.

The universal aloha for Jesus witnesses that

the vast majority of men believe Him to have

been no historic fiction. But this good feeling

for Him is not the passion that it becomes

when the entire spirit is possessed with the

dominating sense of His realness now. This

27
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aloha cherished by men for Jesus is due, in

no small degree, to His place in history.

Four unquestioned facts prove Him to be of

supreme moment in the developing life of man-

kind: first, the reckoning of world time from

His birth; second, the wellnigh universal ob-

servance of Sunday, which commemorates His

resurrection, as humanity's rest day; third, the

great, aggressive, onward moving Church

which bears His name, and whose nominal

adherents, according to that competent author-

ity M. Fournier de Flaix, outnumber those

of any other faith; fourth, the absorbing in-

terest He excites everywhere. Books about

Him so outrank those devoted to any other

individual that comparison is impossible. His

life history, the New Testament, sells better

in all lands than any other publication. Let a

fragment of ancient writing giving the slight-

est hint of new information concerning Him be

unearthed, and even the deepest caves of old

ocean ring with the cabled tidings. The pas-

sion to learn more about Him spurs searching

parties to dig in Egypt, in Palestine, in Italy,
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and provokes the patient overhauling of all

the old libraries in Christendom.

But no one more than Jesus Himself would

have shrunk from attesting His reality for our

day by this sort of evidence. Historic testi-

mony is good as a foundation, but nothing

more. It is an antiquarian thing and smacks

of the dead past, while the uniqueness of

the reality of Jesus consists in its being

essentially vital and regnant at this very

moment.

The most startling phenomenon in our pres-

ent-day human world is that it belongs to

Jesus, that, in a real prosaic sense, He may be

said to own it. Once there was a section of

mankind that might have been called Confu-

cian, another which it would have been proper

to name Gautama's, still a third, Mohammed's.

But, with small and steadily diminishing ex-

ceptions, this is no longer true. This does not

assert that there are not to-day hundreds of

millions of followers of these three sages. But

it does affirm that the consciousness of Jesus is

progressively and fundamentally transforming
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the religious * systems traced to these master

men, while these systems have no correspond-

ing effect upon Christianity. They have had

a mighty influence upon Churchianity (to bor-

row somebody's coined word), and their effect

upon it has mainly been to send it from

Augustine, Calvin, Edwards, et hoc genus

omne, and even from Paul back to Jesus to

be rechristianised. Thus we find sections of

Buddhism to-day honeycombed with the ideals

of the cross. In China this process began

centuries ago, certainly when the Nestorians

entered that land if not before. It helped

make Japanese Buddhism so different from

the India brand that when Colonel Olcott, with

the hope of a great revival of that faith visited

Japan something over twenty years ago, he

found it impossible to bridge the gulf between

Southern and Eastern Asiatic Buddhism. Jap-

anese followers of Siddhartha ever since have

been borrowing more and more from the Gal-

* " Religious " is used here in Prof, James' sense,

which would admit Confucianism as a religious system.

See Varieties of Religions Experience, -L,Gcture II.
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ilean. Hinduism shows the same movement:

mark its crop of theistic churches. The lead-

ing propagandists of these hoary faiths are

never so jubilant as when they unearth from

their sacred books forgotten sayings which

harmonise with Jesus' teaching. They feel

that the only way to revitalise their religions

is to put Christ into them, not by name cer-

tainly, but by claiming for them the truth

which glows in His words and deeds. We have

even lived to see the highest Mohammedan

dignitary amid the applause of mankind ex-

tract from the spirit of the Koran Jesus' prin-

ciple of religious liberty. The modern world

shows no more striking testimony to the vitality

of Jesus than this scurrying of men of other

religious faiths to get under cover of His con-

sciousness, to justify their point of view by

making it resemble His.

Would Jesus lay any stress even upon this

remarkable phenomenon? Would He not be

the last to worry over names? Surely an

honest Buddhist who had caught His spirit

and was living by it, even though he did not
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know it, and was unfriendly to Christianity as

presented by its propagandists, would be to

Him a disciple. He cared only for essentials.

Those essentials were two

:

Be to God all that a son should be to a

father, as I am to Him.

Treat other men as brothers, that is, as I

treat you.

He reduced all the commandments of other

religious teachers to these perfectly clear and

simple prescriptions.

Now the reality of Jesus is shown by the

triumph of these two principles of life in our

present-day world. By them the conscience

of mankind has come to judge right and wrong.

Nobody with an opinion worthy of the slight-

est consideration for a moment dreams of

disputing them. The world has learned to

think in terms of the consciousness of the

Nazarene. All international law, all great

political questions, and every theory of society

must square with Jesus' teaching before it

can hope for men's final acceptance. The two

great camps of social philosophy, the socialist
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and the individualist, both claim Jesus. They

style him the Great Socialist, the Great In-

dividualist and, singularly enough, He is bath.

No such phenomenon is noted in connection

with any other historic character. Jesus is

the most real fact in the life of this twentieth

century throughout the world.

Can we go deeper ? I believe we must. For

Jesus is the great present personal reality to

millions of men. At parting He said to His

disciples, " Lo, I am with you all the days

even unto the end of the world." Uncounted

multitudes of men have believed that they have

experienced the literal truth of these words.

These men have come from all ranks of so-

ciety, and have possessed all sorts of tempera-

ment. They have been poetic, artistic, literary,

enthusiastic, visionary, mystic. They also have

been scientific, matter-of-fact, phlegmatic,

quiet, self-contolled, practical, financially suc-

cessful. Every walk of life has been, and

to-day is, represented among them.

These men have testified, and are doing so

in ever larger numbers, that when pressed to
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yield their manhood under stress of temptation,

whether that temptation be the pull of the

beast or the sordid urging of the motto, " busi-

ness is business," or the more refined forms

of selfishness, they have found Jesus at hand

to help them overcome.

They state that in trouble they go to Jesus

for comfort and He gives it, that in over-

whelming sorrow and bereavement He is their

one great sustaining power, that every experi-

ence in life is shared, hallowed, and made

helpful by Him. They add that they have a

different relation with Jesus from that with

any other man. He is as real to them as any

living friend. They speak to Him, and He

in answer communicates to them. He is their

great comrade. He also is their Master, dom-

inating their life as they will let no other

man do. It was no mystic but that remark-

able surgeon, who gave to the world chloro-

form, Sir James Y. Simpson, who, in reply

to the question, " What is your greatest dis-

covery ? " said simply, " That I have a Sav-

iour."
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When such a variety of testimony is given

by so many types of men whose sincerity and

good sense cannot be questioned, and when

this testimony is reinforced by evil habits

which change, in the course and under the

influence of this friendship, by sorrow nobly

borne, and by a character steadily growing

worthier, it commands belief. Especially so

when men, who have questioned all this, come

into the same experience and corroborate it.

A well-known British clergyman, and a re-

nowned German professor who had been class-

mates in a German university, had kept up a

warm friendship. Years after both had be-

come distinguished men; the professor, on a

trip to England, visited his friend. One even-

ing the conversation turned upon religion. The

German had no experience, did not believe

that Christianity had any reality, and had ban-

ished from his life all thought of God. He
asked his friend how he could honestly support

the Jesus superstition in view of his splendid

intellectual powers and great learning. In re-

ply the Englishman told simply his own deep
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experience of Jesus. A long discussion fol-

lowed. Finally the clergyman said, "If God

exists and if He is truly our Father, would He
not, in your opinion, make Himself known to

any human child who sincerely asked Him to

do so?" "Yes," said the professor, "that

is unquestionable. If there is a God and God

is my Father, He must make Himself known

if I honestly ask Him to do it." " Have you

ever asked Him to do this for you ? " " No,

I have not, because I never could believe there

was any such Being." " Are you willing sin-

cerely to make the experiment of asking Him
to reveal Himself to you if He exists?"

" Yes." " Will you do it now ? " "I will."

So they knelt, and the learned professor,

with the same simplicity and open-mindedness

that characterised him in his own laboratory,

said, " God, if you exist and are my Father,

I ask you to make yourself known to me."

They continued in perfect silence for ten,

twenty minutes, or more. There was a stir,

both men rose, and the German, turning to

his friend, his face glowing with the light that
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lighteth every man, said, " It is all clear now.

God has made Himself known. Jesus is my

Saviour."

Instances like this, but with varying details,

are by no means uncommon. They are hap-

pening continually in every land. It is im-

possible to doubt the validity of such ex-

periences because they are backed by lives

which show the genuineness of changed char-

acter. Professor Bosworth, in his latest book,

says, " It becomes evident that the testimony,

both in its ancient and modern form, is two-

fold : ( I ) * I have seen good reasons for sup-

posing that Jesus Christ is a living personality

and, therefore, the Christ of God, entitled to

control my life.' (2) * I have accepted His

control, and find myself being saved by Him

from a daily life of increasing selfishness and

its ultimate misery to a daily life of increasing

unselfishness with its growing peace.' " *

The reality of Jesus thus becomes a matter

for every man's experimentation. All cannot

have the German professor's suddenness of

*New Studies in Acts, p. 23.
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light. With many persons, experiencing the

reaHty of Jesus resembles the appreciation of

Beethoven's music. It is a matter of time.

It took Tolstoi two years to find Jesus real.

Sincere, patient endeavour is sure in every case

to win. I never yet have met any one

who claimed that he had honestly put to the

proof the reality of Jesus as a personal friend,

and had become convinced that this reality

was a fiction.

Browning's David, and with him, every true

follower of Jesus these nineteen centuries cries

:

O Saul, it shall be

A Face like my face that receives thee; a Man like

to me
Thou shalt love and be loved by, forever : a Hand like

this hand

Shall throw open the gates of new life to thee ! See

the Christ stand!



Ill

FAITH A REAL EXPERIENCE



You must mix some uncertainty

With faith, if you would have faith be.

—Browning, Easter Day, IV.

The essence of Religion is to play the game, not

to dispute the rules.

—

The Philosopher, in H. B.

Mitchell's Talks On Religion.

Our faculties of belief were not primarily given us

to make orthodoxies or heresies withal; they were

given us to live by.

—

William James, The Will to

Believe.

To conceive of Christianity as built upon an Empty
Tomb, or any other plain physical or historical fact, is

dangerous. To base it upon the primary facts of

consciousness or upon direct spiritual experience, as

Paul did, is safer.

—

Sir Oliver Lodge, Science and

Immortality.
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u^^ T HAT is faith? " asked a teacher of

%/ Y a schoolboy. " Faith is when you

beheve something you know ain't

true." Certain oldtime pleas for religious

faith came perilously near giving support to

this exposition. Certainly the once honoured

definition, " Faith is a leap in the dark," does

not satisfy this practical age of ours. The

philosopher Locke went a step farther than

the schoolboy, and defined faith to be " that

assent which we give to any proposition as

true, of whose truth yet we have no certain

knowledge." But this does not seem to square

with the life of our day. Matthew Arnold

said, *' Faith is : the being able to cleave to

a power of goodness appealing to our higher

and real self, not to our lower and apparent

self." * As literature, this may strike twelve,

* Literature and Dogma, VII.

41
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but it does not get down to business with the

ordinary man.

Whoever wrote the book of Hebrews, how-

ever, was a genius in his knowledge of the

human nature with which he was deahng. He

said some of the most universal things in the

New Testament, that is, things which get at

the man of every age. One of these sayings,

as rendered in the margin of the American

Revision, is '' Faith is a test of things not

seen." * This certainly hits the target centre

in the life of to-day.

No age ever demanded evidence as ours is

doing. Every religious assertion is subjected

to a torture of examination, beside which tele-

scope, spectroscope, microscope, Roentgen rays,

Bertillon system of identification are child's

play. " Prove it," is the cry of the soul of

man in the presence of the dogmas of Jesus'

uniqueness, His resurrection. His power to

save, the reliability of the Scripture records.

* The King James Version translates " the evidence

of things not seen." The British Revision of 1881

renders "the proving of things not seen."
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Tennyson moves us with his

Strong Son of God, immortal love,

Whom we, that have not seen thy face.

By faith, and faith alone, embrace.

Believing where we cannot prove;

We have but faith: we cannot know,

For knowledge is of things we see;

And yet we trust it comes from tbee,

A beam in darkness : let it grow.

But even such beautiful poetry does not win

our deepest assent, because science has so in-

fected modern life with the contagion of her

method of experiment that religion has caught

the fever. Where twenty years ago ministers

passing installation tests were wont to present

statements of intellectual point of view, now

they tell results of personal experimentation,

not so much what they think as what they have

worked out in life, what they know.

At this very juncture this writer of nineteen

hundred years ago offers his twentieth century

declaration, " Faith is a test of unseen things.

Faith is experiment/'

We are certainly getting down to reality

here. If religious faith can be reduced to a
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laboratory basis, it is as real as science. That

this is possible not only the writer of Hebrews

stated, with the brevity and exactitude which

science loves best, but both Paul and Jesus had

already arrived at the same conclusion. Along-

side of the definition, " Faith is a test of things

not seen," put a word of Paul's, written in a

love letter to the son of his heart, Timothy, just

as the aged missionary was about to be sen-

tenced by Nero to death.

" I know Him whom I have believed, and I

am persuaded that He is able to guard that

which I have committed unto Him against that

day.". *

This is laboratory language, the calm state-

ment of an experiment which Paul had con-

ducted for more than a quarter century.

Mark, it was not a public utterance, not made

in a burst of oratory before cheering thou-

sands, but written down as a supreme com-

munication by one investigator to another, his

best friend and favourite pupil. Paul had been

testing Jesus Christ, and the outcome was a

* II Timothy i : 12.
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knowledge so sure that he was about to give

his life in proof of his good faith.

When our countryman, Dr. Lazeer, in Cuba,

made up his mind by experiment that yellow

fever was propagated solely through the bite

of a mosquito, and gave his life in supreme

testimony to this truth, the world not only

added one more undying name to her roll

of heroes, but began forthwith to act upon

the new knowledge sanctified by this sacred

test.

Even so, before Paul's time Jesus condensed

His whole life of experiment with the unseen

into the sentence

:

" If any man willeth to do His [God's] will,

he shall know of the teaching, whether it is of

God, or whether I speak from myself." *

What more honest challenge to our twentieth

century way of doing things can be imagined?

" If a man will honestly experiment with my
teaching, he will find out for himself whether

I speak the truth or am only one more windy

impostor." It is the noblest thing Jesus ever

* John 7 : 17.
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said; to the race of dogmatists " the most un-

kindest cut of all/' but to sincere truth-seekers

a priceless guarantee of the good faith of the

Galilean Carpenter.

Here, then, is bedrock for us men of to-day.

Now, what is the teaching which we are asked

to test? The basal proposition is "God is

your personal Father." How can a man know

this ? " By faith," said the theologian of a

generation ago.

" What do you mean by faith ? " every grop-

ing soul replies.

" Why, that's simple enough. Faith is be-

Hef. You must believe it."

" But I have no evidence. I have studied

the so-called proofs, but they do not tell me

that God is Father. The world has too much

sin and sorrow, there are too many unsaved

children of God, and I have had too hard a

time myself to believe Nature's ruling force

a loving Father."

*' Well, if you wish to be saved, you must

believe it, the Bible says so."

To thousands of sincere but very matter-
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of-fact souls, this appeal to a book or to a

church is chaff to the hungry.

Just at this point our unknown friend of

nineteen hundred years ago breaks into the

dialogue.

" Did I hear you ask, what is faith ?
"

" Yes, for if it is believing a thing I am

not clear about, as Locke asserts, I simply

cannot do it."

"Of course you cannot, but faith is not

believing what is not clear to you. Your own

William James says, ' It is a fact of human

nature, that men can live and die by the help

of a sort of faith that goes without a single

dogma or definition.' "^ He is right, for faith

is a test of unseen (unbelieved) things. You

cannot see that God is your Father, can you ?
"

" No, O how I wish I could."

'' Well, then, test Him."

" Test Him; what do you mean? "

" Just what I say. Act towards God as

though He were your Father. Regulate your

whole life honestly on this theory. Say to

* The Will to Believe, p. 56.
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yourself every morning, * God is my Father,

hence I am His son. With His help (for if

He is my Father, He will help) I will do

what He wants me to do. I will keep in view

His ideals, so far as I can understand them,

and will live as I think a son of God should

live.' That is clear, is it not ?
"

" Yes, it is clear."

" Well, then, begin. Put God's Fatherhood

to the test. That is all there is to faith at the

outset. Will you do it ?
"

" I will."

Any man who will honestly do this has begun

to have and to use faith. In time what you

have put into your life test-tube will crystallise

into an experience, an experience about one

unseen thing, namely, God as your own Father.

No one will be able to steal that experience

from you. It will be your own creation

—

God's and yours—just as the certain laboratory

result of a chemist is God's and his creation.

Does any one ask anything more real than this ?

I do not see how the God of this twentieth

century can give it.
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There is little need to speak of Jesus' second

great teaching, '' Men are brothers." Our age

knows this so well that not a man of us, how-

ever mean or small or cruel or unmanly, has

not tested and proved it time and time again.

The great human world fairly throbs with the

passion of it. For it has become the basal

axiom, the one vital animating principle of

modern social life.

Having gone thus far, the next step is not

hard. The third fundamental in Jesus' teach-

ing regards Himself. It may be paraphrased

simply, " I am a safe guide." Faith in Jesus

has been the preaching of the gospel company

ever since it first began to gather about its

Captain. What does it mean?

Apply the touchstone of our motto again,

" Faith is a test of unseen things." Put Jesus

into the alembic of your life. In the first

place, He claims not to be dead, " Lo, I am
with you all the days even unto the end of the

world." Act on the theory that this is true.

Say to Him as straight as you can, " You

claim to be perfect guide and friend, that you
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know God and can reveal Him as Father to

men, that you can and will help your friends

to live progressively nearer their ideals, your

ideals, do you not?
"

" Yes," comes the reply out of the record of

His Hfe.

" Well, then, I will give you an honest trial.

Show me how to be to God all that a son ought

to be. I want to be a real brother to these

people roundabout. Teach me the way. I need

^ friend, my counterpart, always with me, true

to my faults, kind when I go wrong, strong

to help me out of my meanness and to make a

man of me. People whom I trust tell me that

you are such a friend to them, and that if I

put you to a bona Me test you will prove the

same to me. I begin now."

This sort of thing is reality. There is no

nonsense about it. I, for one, am ready to rest

everything in religion upon it.

Recently a book appeared entitled Talks on

Religion, which gave a series of discussions

upon this theme, conducted in the most intimate

fashion through one winter by some of New
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York's eminent thinkers in various lines of re-

search, and of practical life. At the close of

the series one of them, a renowned professor

of mathematics, summing up the conclusions,

said:

" I do not look upon them [Jesus' sayings]

as remote morality, but as descriptions of a

road I would travel; or as the science of the

soul's growth and life, as exact and definite

as the science of chemistry, and, like it, to be

verified only by experiment." *

This may be taken as the last word of

present-day science upon the subject of the re-

ligion of Jesus. How like an echo it sounds

of the great word of the writer of Hebrews,

" Faith is a test, an experiment in the realm

of the unseen."

Faith has long been called the fundamental

element in religion, without it no religious life

is possible. Define faith to be " a test of

things unseen," "honest experiment with the

spiritual," and our age has no alternative but

to grant this true. For it brings religion

*Pp. 322, 323.
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within the grasp of every man, makes it the

individual thing it ought to be. Where faith

is experiment, the result, whether negative or

positive, is knowable. The experimenter holds

an experience all his own, no one can rob him

of it. He can talk about it saying, " I know."

His religion is a real thing. Faith to him is

the most luminous word in the language.

Richard Watson Gilder, in oft-quoted lines,

puts upon the lips of his heathen of nineteen

centuries ago the proved oresult of this kind

of experimenting.

If Jesus Christ is a man

—

And only a man—I say

That of all mankind I cleave to him,

And to him will cleave alway.

If Jesus Christ is a God

—

And the only God—I swear

I will follow him through heaven and hell,

The earth, the sea, the air.



IV

HOW MAKE PRAYER REAL



The whole controversy [between Science and
Religion] hinges, in one sense, on a practical pivot

—

the efficacy of prayer.

—

Sir Oliver Lodge, Science and

Immortality.

Is not prayer a study of truth, a sally of the soul

into the unfound infinite?

—

Emerson.

So sometimes comes to soul and sense

The feeling which is evidence

That very near about us lies

The realm of spiritual mysteries.

The sphere of the supernal powers
Impinges on this world of ours.

The breath of a diviner air

Blows down the answer of a prayer

—

That all our sorrow, pain and doubt

A great compassion clasps about.

And law and goodness, love and force,

Are wedded fast beyond divorce.

=—Whittier, The Meeting.
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THE English writer, Home, said,

" Prayer is the voice of faith." He is

right. If we accept the author of He-

brews' definition of faith, '^ a test of things

not seen," " an experiment in the realm of the

spiritual," prayer at once becomes the most

important, though not the only, method of

experimentation. It is thus the expression or

the voice of faith. We test and establish the

fact of the unseen, of the spiritual largely by

prayer. The very first experiment in which

faith consists is one of prayer, going directly

to God with the expectation that He will come

directly to us. Prayer, in order to be real,

must find this expectation fulfilled. To speak

out my mind to God is only one-half and that,

too, the lesser half in this experience. God

must communicate to me or else the test of, the

unseen, made through prayer, gives no positive

55
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result. Prayer, then, if it be real, is conversa-

tion between God and man.

Prayer, therefore, satisfies the first funda-

mental demand of religion. For religion is

friendship, friendship between a man and his

God as well as between a man and his fellow-

men. What is friendship? Mutuality, is it

not? the exchange of real values between two

souls. Let your spirit go out with that rare

gift, kindliness, to meet mine, in like manner let

mine go out to meet yours, and we are friends.

If you give me the very best that is in you,

while I give you my holiest self, we are inti-

mate friends. Thomas sees his friend coming

along, " Hullo, Jack," he says. Something

goes with these words that does not get into

" Hullo, George," spoken a few minutes later

to another fellow. And John's " Hullo, Tom,"

said to Thomas, carries the same precious

freight. Without interchange of values friend-

love may be possible, but not friendship.

Prayer is exchange of values between a man

and his God. It is the spirit of the man going

forth to meet the divine Father-Friend and
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the Spirit of God coming to meet the human

child-friend. Fathers know how it is with

their own children. In some respects no

human friendship is so pure, so manly, so

beautiful as that of a father for his boy. Just

so God's great heart comes forth in friendship

to each one of us. His boys. Prayer is work-

ing this friendship.

Because God is unseen, He is, at the same

time, both infinitely nearer than any human

friend, and vastly farther away. What does

this paradox mean? It means that, until we

have cultivated personal friendship with God,

something in every man mocks him with the

bitter cry which the Hebrew poet so tragically

sung

:

As with a sword in my bones, mine adversaries re-

proach me.

While they continually say unto me, where is thy God.*

The singer has in mind the inner foes of the

spiritual life which so often tempt us to think,

" There is no God, and even if there be one

He careth not for me.'' God seems far away

* Psalm 42 : ro.
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to most of us until we have learned the habit

of being conscious of Him.

After this habit is acquired. He becomes,

in a man's experience, infinitely nearer than

any other friend. Prayer is nothing more nor

less than taking lessons in the art of being

conscious of God, or, as Richard Baxter used

to say, it is " practising the Presence of God.'*

As soon as we use that word " practise
"

we enter the realm of athletics. We see the

pitcher in his cage patiently ti-ying to make

his baseball turn a corner, or the oarsman,

intent upon getting a grip on the water at

the outset of his stroke, carrying the power

evenly to the end, and finishing cleanly with

sustained force; or the tennis boy endlessly

at his lawford or landsdowne. Prayer comes

in this same category.

Hence the need of a definite season for

praying, for being alone with God. " Exercise

thyself unto godliness," said Trainer Paul to

Candidate Timothy. ^' If I neglect practising

one day, I know the difference; if two days,

the orchestra knows it; if three days, the whole
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audience knows it," said a great prima donna.

But prayer is indescribably more sensitive and

intimate than voice culture. A quiet time

every day to practise being conscious of God,

to cultivate friendship, to send out the best in

a man Godward, to tell Him frankly one's

difficulties, trials, and troubles, to ask His help,

to say an honest " thank you " to Him for a

patience, a kindness, a forgetfulness of all our

meanness so great that we can never under-

stand why He is so kind,—is not this the most

reasonable, the most real thing in the world?

That it is many men know by actual experience.

The most wonderful part of it is that hon-

estly to begin this sort of spiritual athletics and

to follow it up, is to find results; God does

reciprocate; He comes to us with values far

beyond any we have given Him; and we know

it, just as surely as we know that the best in

us has gone out to Him; yes, exactly as John's

" Hullo, Tom," tells Thomas the story of his

chum's heart. When this happens, the tre-

mendous reahty in prayer registers itself in

experience. Thereafter, the more faithful one
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is in practising God's Presence, the larger the

returns in reaHty are, until he gets where God

is his companion in everything, and he falls

naturally into the habit of referring all sorts

of questions to Him, not only in the quiet

time but throughout the day's work.

Is not this exactly as it should be? If God

is the great Reality, if He permeates nature as

an animating spirit, if the forces of the universe

are His will in action, if He is my Father in

the sense that He is trying to develop me into

a real son by giving me a will all of my own

to be exercised to do right, if He lives in me,

if I can know Him, can get into touch with

Him, can comrade with Him as my best Friend,

what more real thing can there be than for

me to train myself to fulfil my manifest des-

tiny, that is, to be God's friend, God's son:

what more real than prayer ? Sir Oliver Lodge

is right, *' Prayer is a means of communication

as natural and as simple as is speech." * Take

it all in all, there is no surer reality in the entire

realm of religion than prayer.

* Science and Immortality, p. yz-
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The largest part of this interchange between

a man and his God, to which we give the name

of prayer, is at the outset, on man's part, apt

to be asking for things for himself. That is

wholly in accord with nature. Children show

the same tendency towards their parents.

There is both a child stage in the prayer life

and a child's part throughout the entire prayer

experience of every man. But, after a time,

seeking things for oneself takes second place

to asking for others. Soon the joy of letting

the whole soul go out in friendship, the inti-

mate confidences of comradeship forge to the

front. Finally, God's part in these confidences

comes to take the lead.

What does He do; what is God's part in

this friendly interchange? It would be easier

to answer the question. What does He not do ?

However, He does certain definite things for

all of us who truly pray, and these are what

make prayer the great reality that it is. Let

me name a few.

He exposes our meanness. Often before

us in prayer He puts a mirror called Jesus
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Christ, and, as we look therein, we see a

picture that shows us how small we are. Yet,

at the same time He says, pointing to Jesus,

*' All this manhood is possible to you." So

when a man rises from his knees after true

prayer all the self-conceit in him is gone, the

face of his spirit wears a deep blush in the

presence of his failures, his bitternesses, his

dark sins, but a new light of hope glows in his

eye as he murmurs, *' With your help, O Friend

of my soul, I shall get there yet."

Then there are God's flashlight pictures.

These come often in the quiet time set apart

for practising God's Presence. Not infre-

quently, too, they surprise us when we are busi-

est at our daily tasks. Suddenly, without a

moment's warning, the meaning of some hard

experience will flood the soul just as the glory

from one of Uncle Sam's navy searchlights

will pick up an unseen mountain out of the

darkness and print all its grandeur in undying

memory upon the retina. Or, it may be a

tough Bible passage, never grasped before,

which is now made real. These experiences
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are God's best coming to meet our best, which

went forth toward Him in honest friendship

this morning as we spoke our prayer, or a

moment ago as we acted it in something the

doing of which cost, yet done out of loyalty to

the Great Comrade.

Another God-part in this interchange which

we call prayer is making duty clear. Some

persons do not like the word duty. Probably,

their associations with it having been unfortu-

nate, they always think of duty in Words-

worth's phrase:

Stern daughter of the voice of God.

To many it has been a star-word as in Nelson's

flaming message, " England expects every

man to do his duty." But let the word go

and in its place put " God's way." " God's

way " is the best way because He sees all sides

of a question and knows the best. It is never

a harsh way because

The love of God is broader than the measure of man's

mind,

And the heart of the Eternal is most wonderfully kind.
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When a man really gets acquainted with the

gentle kindly Mind of God through personal

friendship, " God's way " means to him the

greatest thing in the world. How are we to

know it? Never, perhaps, fully while we are

in this schoolboy stage of existence. But we

can approximate it as we grow in power to

understand Him. One thing is certain. The

man who honestly prays finds his path in life

made clear. God does tell him what to do,

helps him to think of manly deeds, puts ideas

of kindness into his head, gets him to treat

wife and bairns more thoughtfully, makes him

see how he can become a helpful force in the

community, in other words, shows him " God's

way."

Answers to prayer need detain our thought

but a moment after what has been said. Dr.

Croly, in his beautiful hymn, has the line

Teach me the patience of unanswered prayer.

There is no such thing as an " unanswered

prayer," hence it is better to sing " ungranted."

Answers always come. When we are not too
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positively selfish in asking, or when we need

the discipline of the experience,

And he gave them their request

But sent leanness into their soul,*

the answer may take the form of a generous

" yes " often far beyond our expectation. Fre-

quently God's rejoinder is a " no " which,

sooner or later, is always seen to have been

a far kinder and truer response than " yes
"

would have been. An honest practice of

prayer, however, will give experience enough

of God's answers to satisfy any reasonable

mind.

Finally, God's part in prayer is the giving

of Himself. The man who prays comes to

share divine power, power over other men. He

wields subtle community forces. This is but

reasonable. For if prayer is a real interchange

between man and God, he who is sincere in it

must grow strong. It goes without saying

that the man who can command the largest

number of influential friends is the most effect-

* Psalm 106 : 15.
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ive individual in the community. He can

swing things. If this is true, he who has won

God as Friend—I speak reverently and with

reason, for this friendship must be won—com-

mands untold resources. Through God he has

the widest access into the innermost being of

his fellowmen. He can pray thoughts and

through thoughts, emotions and decisions into

them. He becomes a centre of unconscious,

uncalculable power. God can use him, and

God does use him for noble ends among his

brother men. In being thus used he finds the

blessedest reality of prayer.



V

THE CHURCH A REAL FACTOR
IN LIFE



It comes over me every once in a while, when I am
charged with accomplishing something among a people,

how absolutely essential it is that we should have the

influence of the Church behind everything that we do.

—William Howard Taft, President of the United

States. From an Address delivered in Augusta,

Georgia, 1909.

The best way to preserve ideals for private conduct

and public life is to build up the institutions of

religion. The Church has great powers of leadership.

The whole people should understand that it is vitally

important to stand behind the rural Church and to

help it to become a great power in developing con-

crete country life ideals.

—

From the Report of the

Commission appointed by President Roosevelt to in-

vestigate rural conditions.

It must be admitted, however . . . that there is

always a danger lest, if human effort and organisation

be altogether discarded, as they sometimes are by

religiously minded secularists, the opportunities for

spontaneous excitation of religious thoughts may
seldom or never occur; and so gradually the power of

entertaining lofty ideas may become atrophied by lack

of use.

—

Sir Oliver Lodge, Science and Immortality.

It [the Church] must exploit the social content of

eternal Hfe. If it fulfils this office, it is as essential

to social unity as is the school or the legislature.

—

Professor Shailer Mathews, The Church and the

Changing Order.

The most urgent problem, therefore, in the religious

world to-day is to make men see and feel the great

importance of the Christian Church.

—

Joseph Henry
Crooker, The Church of To-day.
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ENOUGH of present-day trend is already

evident to justify the prediction of many

of our prophets that the twentieth cen-

tury is to constitute the great Social Era. The

nineteenth century championed the individual.

Liberty v^as its watchword. Personal rights

were widely secured and safeguarded. But the

new century has already begun to stand for

the social whole. It is solidaric. Its password

is Brotherhood. Its ideal is Jesus' vision—the

world one family, with God its Father. The

Man of Nazareth saw each man a king—for

Jesus was the uncompromising Individualist

—

but a king over Himself alone. Jesus also

beheld the whole world a unit, one home, and,

therefore, He was the first Socialist—a title

not to be confounded with ideas of communism

or fiat socialism.

In Jesus' vision, all men bound together in

69
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the world community constitute a great organ-

ism which he called the '' Kingdom of God."

This vast living entity, like every one of the

many individual body-spirits that compose it,

has its organs, each performing definite func-

tions essential to the life of the whole. One

of these functions is Education, and the organ

which exercises it is the School. Another

function is civil Government, and its organ

is the State. A third is Religion, and its

organ is the Church. All these functions

are absolutely essential to the life of So-

ciety. Take any one away, and social life

decays. Such is the unending witness of

human history. If there is to be a growing,

developing society, the Church must be. The

more social the age, the more vital and essential

the Church. The Church, then, is fundamen-

tally real in the world's life.

Change slightly the point of view. Jesus*

two principles which have become mankind's

basal axioms are ** Love God/' " Love your

fellowman." Since, in Jesus' mind, love is not

emotion, but an act of will issuing in conduct,
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we of to-day understand these commands to

mean, " Be to God a son, be to all men a

brother, like me." The first of these, " Be to

God a son," is clearly an individual affair. It

regards the single man and his God. Jesus'

second principle, however, "Be to all men a

brother," is social.

Now both of these commandments are

addressed to a physico-spiritual being, man,

who lives in the two realms of matter and

spirit. The first command, though spiritual,

must be worked out through a physical organ-

ism, the body. The second command is equally

spiritual and demands its appropriate physical

organism, a body, the Church. The New
Testament recognises this truth, and calls the

Church the body of Christ. The Church is

vital to mankind as a social unit. Without

it in some form no human society has ever

existed or can exist. It is the great embodied

reality answering to the spiritual reality of

social religion, and, as such, possesses the real-

ity of the inherently necessary.

.We all recognise this in practical life and
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do not like to rear our families where there are

no churches. Churchless communities are not

fit places for training really useful men and

women. Therefore, President Roosevelt's

Farm Commission has just called upon the en-

tire nation to rally about the country Church.

Advertisements of real estate for home pur-

poses, what we may term social real estate,

read with monotonous repetition, " No saloons

\i.e., no destroyers of social life], good schools,

fair taxes {i.e., honest government], and fine

churches." Thoughtful people quickly buy up

all the lots in sight.

Human government everywhere is fast com-

ing to recognise the inherent necessity and,

therefore, reality of the Church as entirely sep-

arate from that of the State. Hence, with us

Americans, the State resolutely refuses to teach

religion, acknowledging this to be the supreme

function of the Church, which it protects and

fosters by its laws. Japan and France have

both become recent converts to this view, while

England is fighting out the same battle with

no little bitterness of soul. The mind of man-
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kind is unquestionably on our side in this ques-

tion. This means that the Church is bound

more and more clearly to be recognised as the

great religious reality for the human whole.

So much for fundamental considerations.

Now for the practical side. The Church is the

one mighty reality in spiritual therapeutics.

Without going into the question of sin, what it

is and how it came, we all are agreed that there

is an amazing amount of crookedness in the

world. Multitudes of people spiritually are

abnormal, sick, or diseased. There is one, and

only one, institution on earth whose avowed

aim it is to treat such maladies, and only one

that has to any extent consistently exhibited

cures. That is the Church of Jesus Christ.

These cures have been unquestioned realities

in every community and in every age, begin-

ning with Saul of Tarsus down to Jerry

McAuley and S. A. Hadley. As long as the

great nations with the enthusiastic backing of

universal public opinion continue to dot their

coasts with life-saving stations, this lifeboat

function of the Christian Church will appeal
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to men as its most heroic work. This story

of rescue, extending over nineteen centuries,

covers with the mantle of charity all the

Church's failings, and reflects upon its career

undying glory. Whoever has a friend, who,

having lost or thrown away his manhood, has

been restored to decent, honest, manly living

by God's power, brought to him through the

Church (and who does not number at least one

such among his acquaintance) , needs no further

demonstration of its dominating reality. There

is not a minister of experience who does not

repeatedly meet the personal request, " Can you

not help my friend (my husband, my wife, my
daughter, my son)—he is steadily going

down? "

But this divine institution is more than a

life-saving station. It is the great inspirational

centre. Go from one to another of the helpful

remedial agencies in any community, the hos-

pitals, aid societies, relief organisations, asy-

lums for orphans, free kindergartens, social

settlements; study the personnel of their back-

ing, seek the source of the inspiration which
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set and keeps them at work and, in the major-

ity of cases, the golden thread will lead to the

Church. Quietly take from the supporters of

these institutions the Church members only, and

a large number of them would close their doors.

It is one chief glory of the Church that it is

constantly moving here one, there another, of

its members or adherents to devise new appli-

cations of the principle, " Be a brother to all

men." It does this unselfishly. Sunlike it

flings off from itself such planetary universi-

ties as Yale, Harvard, and their like, mighty

enterprises like the Y.M.C.A. and W.C.T.U.,

and glories in their independent life, content

with the mother thought that, but for her

these children never would have been. Put the

question who to-day are championing the ideal

of brotherhood as evidenced in the demand to

accord equal rights to Chinese and Japanese

with other aliens in our country? For the

most part they are people inspired by the

Church's constant repetition of the command,

" Love thy neighbour as thyself." This func-

tion of inspiring men and women to think and
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do for others is characteristic of the Christian

Church. You do not find it in lands minus

this institution. It is a tremendous reahty in

national and international life.

It does more than inspire men. For the

Church of Jesus is the one great mechanism

by which spiritual power may be socially util-

ised. Power, apart from mechanism, is value-

less. We are told that this planet is a vast

electromagnet made so by mighty circling

currents of electricity. If this is true, then

these whirling forces ought to furnish man

with all the energy he needs. But it is free

power, and free power is useless. Harness it

to mechanism; then, and only then, it gets

value. A friend tells me that his relative has

solved one of the greatest problems in applied

science, how to transform energy latent in coal

directly into electrical force with practically

no waste. But he cannot devise any machine

to control and use the energy. The world to-

day halts for this mechanism.

Now, the Church is the ideal mechanism for

the application and use of spiritual power in
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the social realm. The reason for this is that

it does not exist for itself. It is, and always

has been, missionary. It has only one aim,

to transform this world into God's kingdom

of brothers. It is constantly organising men

for social service. We are on the verge of a

marvellous movement in the Church of Christ,

a movement characterised more than ever be-

fore by the sending out of bands of men to do

definite things for social uplift. The signs of

it are everywhere. There is more than one

church in the United States which assumes the

support of a company of men and women who

go to some needy country to educate, to teach

industry, to heal the sick, and to win to Christ

the people of a single community. Other

churches maintain social settlements. Pro-

fessor Mathews, of Chicago University, thinks

that " the greatest service which the Church

can render society just at present would be to

contribute the spirit of Jesus to the ideals

which are provocative of discontent." * I be-

lieve the Church is beginning to do exactly this

* The Church and the Changing Order, p. 128.
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sort of work.* Men are realising more and

more every day that the place to go when they

wish to organise a company of like-minded

folk, to realise some social ideal or to effect

some vital social reform, is the Church. A
temperance leader, whose trenchant criticisms

of the churches cut to the quick, impressed me

deeply about a year ago by a remark he made.

A number of men were planning a citizens'

mass-meeting on behalf of the anti-saloon re-

form.

" How about holding it in the opera house ?
"

asked a clergyman.

" It won't do," said the temperance leader.

" We crowded the opera house for a

Y.M.C.A. rally lately," remarked a very prac-

tical layman.

" I don't want the meeting in the opera

house," was the answer, " I want it in a

church. I would rather have a small audience

in a church than a crowd in the opera house

* Note, for instance, the declarations of the Federal

Council of Churches, a good resume of which the Out-

look of December 19, 1908, gave on. pages 849 et seq.
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because, in this great moral movement, we

must have the sacred associations and the in-

spiration of those ideals for which the Church

stands." He was right. The Church grips the

spiritual forces needed to back every great

social movement to victory. Therefore, the

Church is the dominating reality in social ad-

vance. Social reformers are awakening to

this the world over. Even Church-hating so-

cialists are beginning to ask Men's Leagues

to organise circles for the study of socialism.

But our churches are not the ideal Church

which society demands and, therefore, they

hold an element of unreality. Frankly, this

is true and will he so long as any large section

of sincere men keep out of them. Our

churches are miserably divided, have built be-

tween one another and still maintain walls of

exclusiveness, continue to palm off as the real

thing useless dogmas, empty traditions, his-

toric shibboleths, mere forms, and thereby keep

apart and shut out many most useful men.

Notwithstanding all this, the churches are

steadily moving ahead towards their evident
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goal, Christ's one great Church of mankind.

The only reason why progress is not faster

is that the men outside the churches who are

sincere in criticising these faults will not come

in and help the men inside who are bending

all their energies toward reform. If every

worthy man at heart a Christian, realising his

power and his duty to this mighty social real-

ity, should enter each the Church nearest his

ideals, and then should devote himself to the

task of simplifying and getting churches to-

gether, the world would stand amazed at the

result.

A real man can effect more in helping to

make the Church of Christ the ideal institu-

tion it ought to be than he can as a citizen

aid his government to become ideal. Why?
Because the Church is more susceptible than

the State to ideal considerations. It is organ-

ised for their study and for their realisation.

A forceful man counts for more in Church

than in community life. This is one of the

clearest proofs of its reaHty in the life of

to-day.
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Just as every man, because he is a political

unit, feels the obligation to register, exert his

influence, and vote as a citizen, even so, be-

cause he is a religious unit, he should recognise

his duty to enter the Church and wield his

influence in moulding it for the largest good

of mankind.





VI

REALISING IMMORTALITY



It would be wrong for me not to be grieved to

die, if I did not think I should go to wise and good
deities, and dwell with men who have departed from
this life, and are better than any who are here.

—

Socrates.

All that is, at alt.

Lasts ever.

—Robert Browning, Rabbi Ben Ezra, XXVII.

Believing, as I do, that man in the distant future

will be a far more perfect creature than he now is, it

is an intolerable thought that he and all other sentient

beings are doomed to complete annihilation after such

long-continued slow progress.

—

Charles Darwin.

Immortality is the persistence of the essential and

the real ; it applies to things which the universe has

gained—things which, once acquired, cannot be let go.

It is an example of the conservation of Value. The
tendency of evolution is to increase the actuality of

Value, converting it from a potential into an available

form.

What we are claiming is no less than this—that

whereas it is certain that the present body cannot long

exist without the soul, it is quite possible and indeed

necessary for the soul to exist without the present

body. We base this claim on the soul's manifest

transcendence, on its genuine reality, and on the general

law of the persistence of all real existence.

—

Sir

Oliver Lodge, Science and Immortality.

Every man ought to know his immortality, even as

he knows he is alive. He is made to have an im-

mediate, self-assertive consciousness of immortality.

—

Horace Bushnell.
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IMMORTALITY may not be provable.

Our age, however, does not care so much

for argumentation as for reahsation, be-

cause it knows that too many things which

are not true have been conclusively proven.

James Martineau said very pertinently, " We
do not believe immortality because we have

proved it, but we forever try to prove it be-

cause we believe it." Our own Emerson once

exclaimed, " We are much better believers in

immortality than we can give grounds for.

The real evidence is too subtle or is higher

than we can write down in propositions." His

phrase, " the real evidence," suggests evidence

which satisfies the demands of reality.

The scientific men engaged in psychical re-

search may some day convince the world that

their experiments have established the fact of

the survival of the human consciousness after

85
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body death. We Christians are glad to hear

them proclaiming that they have already in

hand certain proof of this, but until they have

won the assent of the scientific world, it be-

hooves religion not to rest any great weight

thereon. Theodore Parker put the case in his

extreme way with characteristic force. " No

miracle, no proof, no reasoning for me. I agk

no risen dust to teach me immortality. I am

conscious of eternal life."

How get this consciousness is the vital

question for every man, how make immortality

real, something more than a beautiful dream?

Can it be done?

Paul once said that Jesus '* brought life and

immortality to light." * This is nothing more

nor less than the statement that Jesus had

made immortality real to him. A mere cur-

sory reading of Paul's letters shows that no

possible human logic could have convinced

him that Jesus was not alive and in personal

communication with him. Jesus was no mere

historical person to the man who could say,

* II Timothy i : lo.
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" To me to live is Christ." ^ " It is no longer

I that live, but Christ liveth in me." t He

speaks of Jesus constantly as a present reality

of whom he is personally conscious. Paul ex-

perienced the crucified Carpenter as alive, that

is, he experienced immortality so far as Jesus

was concerned. Jesus thus made immortality

real to this apostle by verifying to him per-

sonally His continued existence.

One or two minor considerations have place

here. Paul was at one time most consistent in

his belief that Peter and his friends, who de-

clared that Jesus' personality had survived His

body death, and had given them unimpeachable

proof thereof, were not telHng the truth.

Against his will he had become convinced that

he was mistaken and that they were right.

This conviction was so strong that he sacri-

ficed for it friends, position, money, influence,

ease, and Hfe itself, in fact, all that men hold

dear, except character.

Now without going farther into the myriad

* Philippians i : 21.

fGalatians 2:20.
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instances like Paul's, the proposition may be

focussed upon each individual. Every man

can try Paul's experiment and make for him-

self a test of Jesus' immortality. If by ac-

cepting Jesus' leadership as Paul did, and as

vast numbers of Christ's disciples have done

in all ages, it is found that He is alive, and that

He attests His vitality by undeniable effects

upon the life of the experimenter, and by a

personal revelation of Himself as friend, im-

mortality will have been experienced so far

as this one man Jesus is concerned.

This is exactly the result reached by so many

honest investigators, from Paul's time to the

present, that encouragement enough exists to

tempt every sincere man to essay his own test.

The very first fact established has been the

effect upon habits. The most inveterate and

evil of these have been overcome under the in-

fluence, so these experimenters state, of a

friendship with the living Christ. Match this

by lifelong self-centredness transformed into

thoughtfulness for others under the direct

stimulus of Jesus, then plus to it an entire
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(change of outlook upon life and destiny, a

(Change which fundamentally affects character,

and which is not wrought in a moment, but

progressively, under the influence and at the

suggestion of this great friend. Thus years of

experience of inhibition of evil habits and

tendencies and of excitation of noble thoughts

and actions all associated with intimacy with

Jesus develop so many converging lines of

evidence that the conviction that this great

personality is living becomes irresistible. At

the same time, among those who thus testify

are many of the sanest men and women of

their generation. There is no boasting in the

claim they make. Their culminating word to

all others is, " We are fully satisfied of a living

Christ. Try and see for yourself." In this

way Jesus has brought immortality to light for

[very many.

But some one urges, " Well and good.

Jesus has, as you affirm, convinced you that

His consciousness survived His body death.

Has any one else who has died done the

same ?
"
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Here I am sure that there is a growing-

number of men, not a few of them scientific

men connected with the Society for Psychical

Research, others who call themselves spiritual-

ists, and many who belong to neither of these

categories, who would say, " Yes," unhesitat-

ingly to this question. I am glad to be counted,

however, with the overwhelmingly large ma-

jority who must answer, " No, I have never

experienced any person's immortality other

than that of Jesus." At once comes the re-

joinder, " How, then, can you talk of realising

immortality? For to be conscious that Jesus

is alive is of no practical help in this problem

of immortality if it stand alone." More than

one experimenter has found this " how

"

solved.

Jesus' entire conception of life, His philos-

ophy in other words, was grounded upon the

axiom, '' This mortal career is but a passing

phase of the whole of man's existence." He
treated His fellowmen, wealth, government,

all life's problems on the basis of this axiom.

He had no use for time values. He had not
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where to lay His head. He refused the crown.

He cared neither for position, for influence,

for large backing, nor for friends of the time

type. All these things he regarded as of tem-

porary concern. " Treasures in heaven," by

which He said He meant wealth that outlasts the

stars, " eternal habitations/' " names written

in heaven," that is character-worth recognised

in the endless world, friendships won, not for

time enjoyment, but for eternity—^these were

themes He loved to ponder and make clear.

His motto was, " In the world but not of the

world." * His theory of life was one of eter-

nal values, everything viewed from the vantage

ground which sees death a mere incident in

a man's real career.

I fancy Jesus standing and saying to each

one of us, " Do you wish to be conscious of

immortality? Then test in daily life my the-

ory of eternal values." Theodore Parker did

this and exclaimed, " I am conscious of eternal

life." Matthew Arnold, a very different type,

tried it with the result

:

*John 17: II, 16.
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No, No! the energy of life may be

Kept on after the grave, but not begun;

And he who flagg'd not in the earthly strife,

From strength to strength advancing—only he,

His soul well-knit, and all his battles won,

Mounts, and that hardly, to eternal life.

Browning, a far more consistent experimenter

than Arnold, tells his conviction thus:

God is, and the soul is, and, as certain, after death

shall be *

;
What is needed then is to get to work at

Jesus' theory of eternal values. The axiom

upon which it is based is,
'* Every man is God's

son, come from God into self-conscious life

in this world, and having attained to moral

consciousness and character through his ex-

periences here, will go on to be with God and

his brothers forever, not merging his person-

ality into mere negative being as the Buddhist

claims, but ever growing more personal and

more like his eternal Father." Jesus' gauntlet

thrown down in this proposition to every man

is, " Accept this theory honestly, live by it,

and you will become conscious of immortality."

* La Saisiaz. .
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See how this view of things works changes

in the man who tries the experiment. Littles

vanish. There is no little, because enduring

character is seen to be the product of the so-

called insignificant thoughts, feelings, willings

of every movement freighted with eternal

power. Every unclean desire, every mean-

ness, every selfish deed, every ignoble aspira-

tion is a death-dealing giant, throttling char-

acter, menacing endlessness. Conversely, every

minute kindness helps make the whole being

kind, every loving thought builds up loving

character, every duty well done trains spiritual

muscles in obedience to law. All occupations

are at once divine, trolley motoring, brick

laying, tending sheep, writing poems, making

bread, teaching children, sewing for dear life

in a sweatshop. So Browning:

I also will that man become aware

Life has worth incalculable, every moment that he

spends

So much gain or loss for that next life which on this

life depends.*

* La Saisiaz.
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Matching the intense interest in the Httles

of life, world progress next becomes the most

real and absorbing passion to the man who

experiments with Jesus' theory of eternal

values. To every rightly constituted person

the unfolding of the story of humankind is a

rarely fascinating study, but to the disciple of

Jesus it is infinitely more than a study because

;the disciple himself is a vital part of it. He

can influence, hasten or retard it to a definite

degree. This gives to his voice, his every re-

action upon his fellows, a splendid significance.

He loves reforms. He sets to music the heroic

stanzas

:

Then, welcome each rebuff,

That turns earth's smoothness rough.

Each sting that bids nor sit nor stand but go I

Be our joys three-parts pain!

Strive, and hold cheap the strain;

Learn, nor account the pang; dare, never grudge the

throe

!

For then,—a paradox

Which comforts while it mocks—

•

Shall life succeed in that it seems to.fail:
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What I aspired to be,

And was not, comforts me:
A brute I might have been, but would not sink i' the

scale *

and dances while he sings them. Life is an

intoxication of delight, though he loses every

venture on behalf of the nobler social order,

for Jesus has taught him that every such loss

wins his cause, sets the world onward.

The next stage in this development is the

culmination of the forward look. The dis-

ciple of Jesus who honestly experiments with

his Master's life-theory falls naturally into

the optimist's habit. Having trained himself

to see that the world is always bettering, he

is forever tiptoeing forward to look into the

to-morrow. His daily newspaper that tells

him what yesterday did gets a few minutes of

his time, while the rest of the twenty-four

hours goes into the making of to-day in the

light of what he beholds to-morrow should

be. He cultivates the engineer's trick of see-

ing the road, eyes front. Now, how can such

a man stop with the mere incident of death?

* Rabbi Ben Ezra, VI, VII.
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He cannot. He does not. He begins to peer

into the life beyond. He gets curious. Long

before his body breaks down, his spirit has

become so filled with the anticipations of the

future that he unconsciously lapses into the

eternal habit. He is conscious of immortality.

This is the experience of thousands of men.

It is real. Some weeks ago one of my most

intimate friends passed into the larger life

at the age of ninety-two and one-half years.

He was one of the most cultured, forceful,

keen-minded, unselfish, and lovable men I ever

knew, a poet, an orator, a writer of books

that a generation ago were published in many

languages, singularly beloved. Twelve days

before the last call came, while amid great

physical suffering, he said to a mutual friend

what he had said to me many times during

the fourteen years of our intimacy

:

" I find myself full of the most intense

curiosity to see the conditions of that life.

What will it be to see God? Shall I really

see Jesus Christ? Shall I meet in a tangible

way friends I have loved? Shall I be inter-
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ested, as I am now, in the doings of the world

and the people here? / am not in the least

afraid of the answer to all these thoughts;

I am just eager to have them answered/'

The world is filling with these men who,

having put Jesus' life-theory to the test, are

singing each of himself, Browning's swan-

song:

One who never turned his back but marched breast for-

ward,

Never doubted clouds would break,

Never dreamed, tho right were worsted, wrong would

triumph,

Held we fall to rise, are baffled to fight better,

Sleep to wake.

No, at noonday in the bustle of man's work-time

Greet the unseen with a cheer!

Bid him forward, breast and back as either should be,

" Strive and thrive !
" cry " Speed,—fight on, fare ever

There as here." *

"^Asolando, Epilogue.

[the end]
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